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CHARACTER NAME

PRONOUNS

CLASSES & LEVELS

SPECIES/ANCESTRY/LINEAGE

BACKGROUND

STRENGTH

DEXTERITY

CONSTITUTION

INTELLIGENCE

WISDOM

CHARISMA

ARMOR
PROF. TYPEAC BONUS

Light Armor

Medium Armor

Heavy Armor

Shields

WEAPONS
PROF. TYPE

Simple

Martial

Improvised

Unarmed

LANGUAGES

Acrobatics (       )

PROF. EXP. SKILL (ABILITY SCORE)MOD.

Animal Handling (       )

Arcana (       )

Athletics (       )

Deception (       )

History (       )

Insight (       )

Intimidation (       )

Investigation (       )

Medicine (       )

Nature (       )

Perception (       )

Performance (       )

Persuasion (       )

Religion (       )

Sleight of Hand (       )

Stealth (       )

Survival (       )

SKILLS

PROF. EXP. SKILL (ABILITY SCORE)MOD.

TOOLS/OTHER SKILLS

PROF. 
BONUS

INITIATIVE

Blinded

Charmed

Deafened Incapacitated

Frightened

Grappled

Exhaustion

Poisoned

Invisible

Paralyzed

Petrified

Unconscious

Prone

Restrained

Stunned

Concentrating

NAVIGATION
Features Equipment Roleplay

Spells Look Up

SENSERANGE
SENSES

Blindsight

Darkvision

Tremorsense

Truesense

PASSIVES
Perception

Investigation

Insight

VUL. RES. TYPE

RESISTANCES

Acid

Bludgeoning

Cold

Fire

Force

Lightning

IMM.

Necrotic

Piercing

Poison

Psychic

Radiant

Slashing

Thunder

PROF. ADV. SAVEMOD.
SAVING THROWS

Strength

Dexterity

Constitution

Intelligence

Wisdom

Charisma

DIS.

Walking

Flying

Climbing

Swimming

Burrowing

SPEEDS
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TEMP

LIFE
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AC

TEMP
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FEATURES & TRAITS

USES

SR LR

FEATURE/TRAIT NAME ACTION

BONUS

REACTION

USES

SR LR

FEATURE/TRAIT NAME ACTION

BONUS

REACTION

USES
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FEATURE/TRAIT NAME ACTION

BONUS

REACTION

USES
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REACTION

USES
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BONUS

REACTION
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BONUS

REACTION

NAME QTY DETAILSWEIGHT

EQUIPMENT

WEIGHT CARRIED

CURRENCY

COPPER SILVER ELECTRUM GOLD PLATINUM MIMICS

ATTUNED

CARRYING CAPACITY PUSH/DRAG/LIFT

NAME QTY DETAILSWEIGHT

NAME QTY DETAILSWEIGHT



BONDS

IDEALS

GOALS

CHARACTER BACKSTORY

WRITE THAT DOWN

ACQUAINTANCES & FRIENDS & FOES

CHARACTER APPEARANCE

FLAWS



CASTING ABILITY MOD SPELL SAVE DC

+ 8 + PB =

SPELL ATTACK MOD

= PB +

CASTING ABILITY MOD SPELL SAVE DC

+ 8 + PB =

SPELL ATTACK MOD

= PB +

CANTRIPS
NAME RANGE COMPONENTSSAVE/ATTACK TIME CONC. DURATION

1ST LEVEL

NAME RANGE COMPONENTSSAVE/ATTACK TIME CONC. DURATIONPREP

SLOTS

2ND LEVEL

NAME RANGE COMPONENTSSAVE/ATTACK TIME CONC. DURATIONPREP

SLOTS

3RD LEVEL

NAME RANGE COMPONENTSSAVE/ATTACK TIME CONC. DURATIONPREP

SLOTS

4TH LEVEL

NAME RANGE COMPONENTSSAVE/ATTACK TIME CONC. DURATIONPREP

SLOTS

5TH LEVEL

NAME RANGE COMPONENTSSAVE/ATTACK TIME CONC. DURATIONPREP

SLOTS

6TH LEVEL

NAME RANGE COMPONENTSSAVE/ATTACK TIME CONC. DURATIONPREP

SLOTS

7TH LEVEL

NAME RANGE COMPONENTSSAVE/ATTACK TIME CONC. DURATIONPREP

SLOTS

8TH LEVEL

NAME RANGE COMPONENTSSAVE/ATTACK TIME CONC. DURATIONPREP

SLOTS

9TH LEVEL

NAME RANGE COMPONENTSSAVE/ATTACK TIME CONC. DURATIONPREP

SLOTS
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	Name: Robbie
	Pronouns: he/him
	Classes & Levels: Rogue 1
	Species/Ancestry/Lineage: Halfling (Lightfoot)
	Background: Criminal / Spy
	TEMP HP: 
	Hit Dice: 1
	Current HP: 
	Maximum HP: 8
	Life1: Off
	Life2: Off
	Life3: Off
	Death1: Off
	Death2: Off
	Death3: Off
	AC: 14
	TEMP AC: 
	Inspiration: Off
	Walking: 25
	Flying: 
	Climbing: 
	Swimming: 
	Burrowing: 
	Prof: 
	 Bonus: +2

	Initiative: +3
	Prof-Strength: Off
	Adv-Strength: Off
	Dis-Strength: Off
	Str-mod: +1
	Prof-Dex: Yes
	Adv-Dex: Off
	Dis-Dex: Off
	Dex-mod: +5
	Prof-Con: Off
	Adv-Con: Off
	Dis-Con: Off
	Con-mod: 0
	Prof-INt: Yes
	Adv-Int: Off
	Dis-Int: Off
	Int-mod: +3
	Prof-Wis: Off
	Adv-Wis: Off
	Dis-Wis: Off
	Wis-mod: -1
	Prof-Cha: Off
	Adv-Cha: Off
	Dis-Cha: Off
	Cha-mod: +2
	Vul-Acid: Off
	Res-Acid: Off
	Imm-Acid: Off
	Vul-Blud: Off
	Res-Blud: Off
	Imm-Blud: Off
	Vul-Cold: Off
	Res-Cold: Off
	Imm-Cold: Off
	Vul-Fire: Off
	Res-Fire: Off
	Imm-Fire: Off
	Vul-Force: Off
	Res-Force: Off
	Imm-Force: Off
	Vul-Light: Off
	Res-Light: Off
	Imm-Light: Off
	Vul-Nec: Off
	Res-Necro: Off
	Imm-Necro: Off
	Vul-Pier: Off
	Res-Pier: Off
	Imm-Pierc: Off
	Vul-Poi: Off
	Res-Poi: Off
	Imm-Poi: Off
	Vul-Psy: Off
	Res-Psy: Off
	Imm-Psy: Off
	Vul-Rad: Off
	Res-Rad: Off
	Imm-Rad: Off
	Vul-Sla: Off
	Res-Sla: Off
	Imm-Sla: Off
	Vul-Thun: Off
	Res-Thun: Off
	Imm-Thun: Off
	Blindsight: 
	Darkvision: 
	Tremorsense: 
	Truesense: 
	Pas-Per: 11
	Pas-Inv: 15
	Pas-Ins: 13
	Blinded: Off
	Charmed: Off
	Deafened: Off
	Exhaustion: 
	Fright: Off
	Grappled: Off
	Incap: Off
	Invis: Yes
	Para: Off
	Petr: Off
	Poi: Off
	Pro: Off
	Restr: Off
	Stu: Off
	Unc: Off
	Concentrating: Off
	Prof-Acro: Off
	Exp-Acro: Off
	Acr-mod: +3
	Prof-Ani: Off
	Exp-Ani: Off
	Ani-mod: -1
	Acr-Ab: DEX
	Ani-Ab: WIS
	Prof-Arc: Off
	Exp-Arc: Off
	Arc-mod: +1
	Arc-Ab: INT
	Prof-Ath: Off
	Exp-Ath: Off
	Ath-mod: +1
	Ath-Ab: STR
	Prof-Dec: Yes
	Exp-Dec: Off
	Dec-mod: +4
	Dec-Ab: CHA
	Prof-His: Off
	Exp-His: Off
	His-mod: +1
	His-Ab: INT
	Prof-Ins: Yes
	Exp-Ins: Yes
	Ins-mod: +3
	Ins-Ab: WIS
	Prof-Inti: Off
	Exp-Intim: Off
	Intim-mod: +2
	Intim-Ab: CHA
	Prof-Inve: Yes
	Exp-Inves: Yes
	Inves-mod: +3
	Inves-Ab: INT
	Prof-Med: Off
	Exp-Med: Off
	Med-mod: -1
	Med-Ab: WIS
	Prof-Nat: Off
	Exp-Nat: Off
	Nat-mod: +1
	Nat-Ab: INT
	Prof-Perc: Yes
	Exp-Per: Off
	Per-mod: +1
	Per-Ab: WIS
	Prof-Perf: Off
	Exp-Perf: Off
	Perf-mod: +2
	Perf-Ab: CHA
	Prof-Pers: Off
	Exp-Pers: Off
	Pers-mod: +4
	Pers-Ab: CHA
	Prof-Rel: Off
	Exp-Rel: Off
	Rel-mod: +1
	Rel-Ab: INT
	Prof-Slei: Off
	Exp-Slei: Off
	Slei-mod: +3
	Slei-Ab: DEX
	Prof-Steal: Yes
	Exp-Steal: Off
	Steal-mod: +5
	Steal-Ab: DEX
	Prof-Sur: Off
	Exp-Sur: Off
	Sur-mod: -1
	Sur-Ab: WIS
	Prof-Cus1: Yes
	Exp-Cus1: Off
	Cus1-mod: 
	Cus1-Stat: Thiees' tools
	Prof-Cus2: Yes
	Exp-Cus2: Off
	Cus2-mod: 
	Cus2-Stat: Herbalism Kit
	Prof-Cus3: Yes
	Exp-Cus3: Off
	Cus3-mod: 
	Cus3-Stat: Dice Set
	Prof-Cus4: Off
	Exp-Cus4: Off
	Cus4-mod: 
	Cus4-Stat: 
	Prof-Cus5: Off
	Exp-Cus5: Off
	Cus5-mod: 
	Cus5-Stat: 
	Prof-Cus6: Off
	Exp-Cus6: Off
	Cus6-mod: 
	Cus6-Stat: 
	Strength: 12
	Strength-mod: +1
	Dexterity: 17
	Dexterity-mod: +3
	Constitution: 10
	Constitution-mod: +0
	Intelligence: 13
	Intelligence-mod: +1
	Wisdom: 8
	Wisdom-mod: -1
	Charisma: 15
	Charisma-mod: +2
	We-Name-1: Shortsword
	We-Hit-1: +5
	We-Dam-1: 1d4+3
	We-Det-1: Finesse, Light
	We-Name-2: Dagger
	We-Hit-2: +5
	We-Dam-2: 1d6+3
	We-Det-2: Finesse, Light, Thrown, Range (20/60)
	We-Name-3: Shortbow
	We-Hit-3: +5
	We-Dam-3: 1d6+3
	We-Det-3: Ammunition, Two-handed, Range (80/320)
	We-Name-4: Unarmed Strike
	We-Hit-4: +3
	We-Dam-4: 2
	We-Det-4: 
	We-Name-5: 
	We-Hit-5: 
	We-Dam-5: 
	We-Det-5: 
	We-Name-6: 
	We-Hit-6: 
	We-Dam-6: 
	We-Det-6: 
	We-Name-7: 
	We-Hit-7: 
	We-Dam-7: 
	We-Det-7: 
	We-Name-8: 
	We-Hit-8: 
	We-Dam-8: 
	We-Det-8: 
	We-Name-9: 
	We-Hit-9: 
	We-Dam-9: 
	We-Det-9: 
	Prof-Light-Armor: Yes
	LA-Bonus: 
	Prof-Med-Armor: Off
	MA-Bonus: 
	Prof-Heav-Armor: Off
	HA-Bonus: 
	Prof-Sh-Armor: Off
	SH-Bonus: 
	Prof-Simp: Yes
	Prof-Mart: Off
	Prof-Impr: Off
	Prof-Unar: Off
	Languages: CommonHalflingThieves' Cant
	Picture: 
	FT-Name1: Sneak Attack 1d6
	FT-UsesCur-1: 
	FT-UsesMax-1: 
	FT-sr-1: Off
	FT-lr-1: Off
	FT-act-1: Yes
	FT-bon-1: Off
	FT-react-1: Off
	FT-Name2: 
	FT-UsesCur-2: 
	FT-UsesMax-2: 
	FT-sr-2: Off
	FT-lr-2: Off
	FT-act-2: Off
	FT-bon-2: Off
	FT-react-2: Off
	FT-Name3: 
	FT-UsesCur-3: 
	FT-UsesMax-3: 
	FT-sr-3: Off
	FT-lr-3: Off
	FT-act-3: Off
	FT-bon-3: Off
	FT-react-3: Off
	FT-Name4: 
	FT-UsesCur-4: 
	FT-UsesMax-4: 
	FT-sr-4: Off
	FT-lr-4: Off
	FT-act-4: Off
	FT-bon-4: Off
	FT-react-4: Off
	FT-Name5: 
	FT-UsesCur-5: 
	FT-UsesMax-5: 
	FT-sr-5: Off
	FT-lr-5: Off
	FT-act-5: Off
	FT-bon-5: Off
	FT-react-5: Off
	FT-Name6: 
	FT-UsesCur-6: 
	FT-UsesMax-6: 
	FT-sr-6: Off
	FT-lr-6: Off
	FT-act-6: Off
	FT-bon-6: Off
	FT-react-6: Off
	Features & Traits: Lucky - When you roll a 1 on the d20 for an attack roll, ability check, or saving throw, you can reroll the die and must use the new roll. Brave - You have advantage on saving throws against being frightened. Halfling Nimbleness - You can move through the space of any creature that is of a size larger than yours. Naturally Stealthy - You can attempt to hide even when you are obscured only by a creature that is at least one size larger than you. Criminal Contact - You have a reliable and trustworthy contact who acts as your liaison to a network of other criminals. You know how to get messages to and from your contact, even over great distances; specifically, you know the local messengers, corrupt caravan masters, and seedy sailors who can deliver messages for you.
	Features & Traits Cont: Additional Weapon Proficiencies - hand crossbows, longswords, rapiers, shortswords Sneak Attack - Beginning at 1st level, you know how to strike subtly and exploit a foe’s distraction. Once per turn, you can deal an extra 1d6 damage to one creature you hit with an attack if you have advantage on the attack roll. The attack must use a finesse or a ranged weapon. You don’t need advantage on the attack roll if another enemy of the target is within 5 feet of it, that enemy isn’t incapacitated, and you don’t have disadvantage on the attack roll. The amount of the extra damage increases as you gain levels in this class, as shown in the Sneak Attack column of the Rogue table. Thieves' Cant - During your rogue training you learned thieves’ cant, a secret mix of dialect, jargon, and code that allows you to hide messages in seemingly normal conversation. Only another creature that knows thieves’ cant understands such messages. It takes four times longer to convey such a message than it does to speak the same idea plainly. In addition, you understand a set of secret signs and symbols used to convey short, simple messages, such as whether an area is dangerous or the territory of a thieves’ guild, whether loot is nearby, or whether the people in an area are easy marks or will provide a safe house for thieves on the run.
	Features & Traits Cont2: 
	Eq-Name-1: Arrows
	Eq-Qty-1: 20
	Eq-Wei-1: 1
	Eq-Det-1: 
	Eq-Name-2: Clothes, Common
	Eq-Qty-2: 1
	Eq-Wei-2: 3
	Eq-Det-2: 
	Eq-Name-3: Crowbar
	Eq-Qty-3: 1
	Eq-Wei-3: 5
	Eq-Det-3: 
	Eq-Name-4: Dagger
	Eq-Qty-4: 2
	Eq-Wei-4: 1
	Eq-Det-4: 
	Eq-Name-5: Leather Armor
	Eq-Qty-5: 1
	Eq-Wei-5: 10
	Eq-Det-5: 
	Eq-Name-6: Shortbow
	Eq-Qty-6: 1
	Eq-Wei-6: 1
	Eq-Det-6: 
	Eq-Name-7: Shortsword
	Eq-Qty-7: 1
	Eq-Wei-7: 2
	Eq-Det-7: 
	Eq-Name-8: Thieves' Tools
	Eq-Qty-8: 1
	Eq-Wei-8: 1
	Eq-Det-8: 
	Eq-Name-9: Backpack
	Eq-Qty-9: 1
	Eq-Wei-9: 
	Eq-Det-9: 
	Eq-Name-10: Ball bearings
	Eq-Qty-10: 1
	Eq-Wei-10: 2
	Eq-Det-10: Bag of 1000 bearings
	Eq-Name-11: Bell
	Eq-Qty-11: 1
	Eq-Wei-11: 0
	Eq-Det-11: 
	Eq-Name-12: Candle
	Eq-Qty-12: 5
	Eq-Wei-12: 0
	Eq-Det-12: 
	Eq-Name-13: Crowbar
	Eq-Qty-13: 1
	Eq-Wei-13: 5
	Eq-Det-13: 
	Eq-Name-14: Hammer
	Eq-Qty-14: 1
	Eq-Wei-14: 3
	Eq-Det-14: 
	Eq-Name-15: Lantern, Hooded
	Eq-Qty-15: 1
	Eq-Wei-15: 2
	Eq-Det-15: 
	Eq-Name-16: Oil (flask)
	Eq-Qty-16: 1
	Eq-Wei-16: 2.5
	Eq-Det-16: 
	Eq-Name-17: Rations
	Eq-Qty-17: 5
	Eq-Wei-17: 2
	Eq-Det-17: 
	Eq-Name-18: Rope, Hemp (50 ft)
	Eq-Qty-18: 1
	Eq-Wei-18: 10
	Eq-Det-18: 
	Eq-Name-19: String 
	Eq-Qty-19: 10
	Eq-Wei-19: 0
	Eq-Det-19: 
	Eq-Name-20: Tinderbox
	Eq-Qty-20: 1
	Eq-Wei-20: 1
	Eq-Det-20: 
	Eq-Name-21: Waterskin
	Eq-Qty-21: 1
	Eq-Wei-21: 5
	Eq-Det-21: 
	Eq-Name-22: 
	Eq-Qty-22: 
	Eq-Wei-22: 
	Eq-Det-22: 
	Eq-Name-23: 
	Eq-Qty-23: 
	Eq-Wei-23: 
	Eq-Det-23: 
	Eq-Name-24: 
	Eq-Qty-24: 
	Eq-Wei-24: 
	Eq-Det-24: 
	Eq-Name-25: 
	Eq-Qty-25: 
	Eq-Wei-25: 
	Eq-Det-25: 
	Eq-Name-26: 
	Eq-Qty-26: 
	Eq-Wei-26: 
	Eq-Det-26: 
	Eq-Name-27: 
	Eq-Qty-27: 
	Eq-Wei-27: 
	Eq-Det-27: 
	Eq-Name-28: 
	Eq-Qty-28: 
	Eq-Wei-28: 
	Eq-Det-28: 
	Copper: 
	Silver: 
	Elec: 
	Gold: 15
	Platinum: 
	Mimics: 
	At-Name-1: 
	At-Qty-1: 
	At-Wei-1: 
	At-Det-1: 
	At-Name-2: 
	At-Qty-2: 
	At-Wei-2: 
	At-Det-2: 
	At-Name-3: 
	At-Qty-3: 
	At-Wei-3: 
	At-Det-3: 
	At-Name-4: 
	At-Qty-4: 
	At-Wei-4: 
	At-Det-4: 
	At-Name-5: 
	At-Qty-5: 
	At-Wei-5: 
	At-Det-5: 
	Weight Carried: 56.5
	Carrying Capacity: +180
	Push/Drag/Lift: +360
	Character Appearance: [Create your own character appearance]  
	Aquaintances & Friends & Foes: [List relationships here]  
	Write That Down: [Keep notes here]  
	Character Backstory: [Create your own backstory for Rob]  
	Goals: [You can set your character's goals]  
	Ideals: [You can decide on your character's goals]  
	Bonds: [Can choose or roll as part of character creation]  
	Flaws: [Can choose or roll as part of character creation] 
	Spell-Attk: 
	Casting-Mod: 
	Spell-Save-DC: 
	Spell-Attk2: 
	Casting-Mod2: 
	Spell-Save-DC2: 
	Cant-Name-1: 
	Cant-Rang-1: 
	Cant-Save/Attack-1: 
	Cant-Time-1: 
	Cant-Conc-1: Off
	Cant-Dura-1: 
	Cant-Comp-1: 
	Cant-Name-2: 
	Cant-Rang-2: 
	Cant-Save/Attack-2: 
	Cant-Time-2: 
	Cant-Conc-2: Off
	Cant-Dura-2: 
	Cant-Comp-2: 
	Cant-Name-3: 
	Cant-Rang-3: 
	Cant-Save/Attack-3: 
	Cant-Time-3: 
	Cant-Conc-3: Off
	Cant-Dura-3: 
	Cant-Comp-3: 
	Cant-Name-4: 
	Cant-Rang-4: 
	Cant-Save/Attack-4: 
	Cant-Time-4: 
	Cant-Conc-4: Off
	Cant-Dura-4: 
	Cant-Comp-4: 
	Cant-Name-5: 
	Cant-Rang-5: 
	Cant-Save/Attack-5: 
	Cant-Time-5: 
	Cant-Conc-5: Off
	Cant-Dura-5: 
	Cant-Comp-5: 
	Cant-Name-6: 
	Cant-Rang-6: 
	Cant-Save/Attack-6: 
	Cant-Time-6: 
	Cant-Conc-6: Off
	Cant-Dura-6: 
	Cant-Comp-6: 
	Cant-Name-7: 
	Cant-Rang-7: 
	Cant-Save/Attack-7: 
	Cant-Time-7: 
	Cant-Conc-7: Off
	Cant-Dura-7: 
	Cant-Comp-7: 
	Cant-Name-8: 
	Cant-Rang-8: 
	Cant-Save/Attack-8: 
	Cant-Time-8: 
	Cant-Conc-8: Off
	Cant-Dura-8: 
	Cant-Comp-8: 
	Cant-Name-9: 
	Cant-Rang-9: 
	Cant-Save/Attack-9: 
	Cant-Time-9: 
	Cant-Conc-9: Off
	Cant-Dura-9: 
	Cant-Comp-9: 
	Cant-Name-10: 
	Cant-Rang-10: 
	Cant-Save/Attack-10: 
	Cant-Time-10: 
	Cant-Conc-10: Off
	Cant-Dura-10: 
	Cant-Comp-10: 
	1st-Slots: 
	1st-Slots-Max: 
	1st-Prep-1: Off
	1st-Name-1: 
	1st-Rang-1: 
	1st-Save/Attack-1: 
	1st-Time-1: 
	1st-Conc-1: Off
	1st-Dura-1: 
	1st-Comp-1: 
	1st-Prep-2: Off
	1st-Name-2: 
	1st-Rang-2: 
	1st-Save/Attack-2: 
	1st-Time-2: 
	1st-Conc-2: Off
	1st-Dura-2: 
	1st-Comp-2: 
	1st-Prep-3: Off
	1st-Name-3: 
	1st-Rang-3: 
	1st-Save/Attack-3: 
	1st-Time-3: 
	1st-Conc-3: Off
	1st-Dura-3: 
	1st-Comp-3: 
	1st-Prep-4: Off
	1st-Name-4: 
	1st-Rang-4: 
	1st-Save/Attack-4: 
	1st-Time-4: 
	1st-Conc-4: Off
	1st-Dura-4: 
	1st-Comp-4: 
	1st-Prep-5: Off
	1st-Name-5: 
	1st-Rang-5: 
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	1st-Time-5: 
	1st-Conc-5: Off
	1st-Dura-5: 
	1st-Comp-5: 
	1st-Prep-6: Off
	1st-Name-6: 
	1st-Rang-6: 
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	1st-Conc-6: Off
	1st-Dura-6: 
	1st-Comp-6: 
	1st-Prep-7: Off
	1st-Name-7: 
	1st-Rang-7: 
	1st-Save/Attack-7: 
	1st-Time-7: 
	1st-Conc-7: Off
	1st-Dura-7: 
	1st-Comp-7: 
	1st-Prep-8: Off
	1st-Name-8: 
	1st-Rang-8: 
	1st-Save/Attack-8: 
	1st-Time-8: 
	1st-Conc-8: Off
	1st-Dura-8: 
	1st-Comp-8: 
	2nd-Slots: 
	2nd-Slots-Max: 
	2nd-Prep-1: Off
	2nd-Name-1: 
	2nd-Rang-1: 
	2nd-Save/Attack-1: 
	2nd-Time-1: 
	2nd-Conc-1: Off
	2nd-Dura-1: 
	2nd-Comp-1: 
	2nd-Prep-2: Off
	2nd-Name-2: 
	2nd-Rang-2: 
	2nd-Save/Attack-2: 
	2nd-Time-2: 
	2nd-Conc-2: Off
	2nd-Dura-2: 
	2nd-Comp-2: 
	2nd-Prep-3: Off
	2nd-Name-3: 
	2nd-Rang-3: 
	2nd-Save/Attack-3: 
	2nd-Time-3: 
	2nd-Conc-3: Off
	2nd-Dura-3: 
	2nd-Comp-3: 
	2nd-Prep-4: Off
	2nd-Name-4: 
	2nd-Rang-4: 
	2nd-Save/Attack-4: 
	2nd-Time-4: 
	2nd-Conc-4: Off
	2nd-Dura-4: 
	2nd-Comp-4: 
	2nd-Prep-5: Off
	2nd-Name-5: 
	2nd-Rang-5: 
	2nd-Save/Attack-5: 
	2nd-Time-5: 
	2nd-Conc-5: Off
	2nd-Dura-5: 
	2nd-Comp-5: 
	2nd-Prep-6: Off
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